Program PPP137 produces the ‘Student Status Code Changes for Indian Students’ report (PPP1371). This program is run as part of the Student Information System reporting process (Special Process 1 and Special Process 3).

This release addresses the printing of the WRNPRT (Warnings and Messages) dataset to disk.

Error Report 1669

Error Report 1669 states that the WRNPRT dataset can not be directed to disk although it can be directed to SYSOUT (print).

Program

PPP137

Program PPP137 has been modified such that all references to PRINT-FILE (WRNPRT) have been removed. This program was opening and closing this dataset when in fact it should not have. This dataset is opened and closed in Message Utility program PPMSGUT2 that is in turn called by program PPP137.
Test Plan

Before and after testing was performed at UCOP.

- Modify program PPP137 test JCL to direct WRNPRT DD to a disk dataset.
- Modify the Program Run Specification to make it invalid. This will cause error messages to print on the Warnings and Messages report:
  
  PPP137-SPECYN
  */PPPI37-SPECYN -- 'N' IS NOT A VALID OPTION

- Run program PPP137.
- Verify that the WRNPRT disk dataset contains output.

Installation Instructions

For Campuses that are monitoring the HIPAA (Release 1281) install: Program PPP137 is not impacted by HIPAA.

1. Install modified COBOL member PPP137.
2. DB2 pre-compile, and link-edit modified batch program PPP137 into the Batch Loadlib.
3. Bind existing Plan PPP137.
4. Conduct "after" testing as described above.
5. Install the program into production prior to the next scheduled run of PPP137.

Timing of Installation

The timing of this release is not urgent. As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Susan.Isaacs@ucop.edu, or call (510) 987-0012.
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